Irish Code of Practice 2 (ICP 2) SLATING AND TILING – UNDER REVISION
BATTENS
Introduction
ICP 2:2002 “Slating and Tiling” is currently being revised by NSAI (National Standards Authority of Ireland)
and once work is completed it is proposed to designate it Structural Recommendation (S.R.) 82 “Slating
and Tiling”.
The period for public comment on the draft standard has ended and the public comments are being
collated before being reviewed by the technical committee.
The draft standard had addressed a number of key areas:
Batten grading
The visual grading rules in ICP 2 have been in the standard since its publication in 1982, there is no change
to the grading rules proposed. Historically battens have been provided to sites ungraded and the issue of
batten grading has been overlooked. The draft (Pr) SR 82 requires that graded battens supplied to site
would be marked (see Batten marking below). Ungraded battens could be provided to site but these could
not be marked and would have to be graded on site; there may be a requirement for certification to be
provided by the person grading the battens on site.
Machine grading
It is proposed in Pr SR 82 to allow machine grading of battens to conform to the grading rules in the Pr SR.
The machine manufacturer would have to develop settings by testing and the settings would have to be
verified by CEN TC 124/TG1. This process, if it conforms to the requirements of the CEN TC, should also
allow CE marking. It is understood that at least one machine manufacturer has developed settings for the
larger batten sizes for home grown spruce.
Batten size tolerances
There were no tolerances on battens sizes given in ICP 2; there were references to nominal and minimum
sizes which are different to tolerances.
Pr SR 82 now allows for tolerances on target sizes; the values have yet to be agreed but they may be
based on those in EN 336 (tolerance class 1 has the most appropriate values of -1/+3 mm).
Batten properties
Although ICP 2 gave visual grading rules it did not assign any strength properties to timber battens graded
using the specified rules. In the current Pr SR 82 the assignment proposed is that battens have a grade
equivalent to GS and the strength properties of C14, based on historical use and assuming home grown
Sitka spruce is the batten species.

Batten design
Historically battens were not designed and no design method was given in ICP 2. Battens complying with
Tables 7 and 8 were assumed to have been proven in use but no guidance was given for battens outside
the scope of these tables.
Pr SR 82 provides guidance on batten design and to enable a design to take place for any batten size, any
rafter spacing, any roof covering weight and any timber where the strength properties of the battens are
known.
The proposed method of design complies with I.S. EN 1995-1-1 (Eurocode 5).
Batten marking
Pr SR 82 has proposed batten marking (with the ID of the producer and a reference to Pr SR 82) for
battens graded off site. The marking proposals are simpler than those in the UK equivalent standard BS
5534 but Pr SR 82 also accepts CE marked battens. As pointed out Pr SR 82 does not require battens to be
CE marked but gives guidance on when battens can be CE marked through reference to I.S.EN 14081-1
(Timber structures – Strength graded structural timber with rectangular cross section – Part 1: General
requirements).
Timber visually graded to I.S.127 can be CE marked but for it to apply the timber must have a minimum
cross sectional area of 2000 mm2, which is greater than current batten sizes. In addition, the grading
requirements in I.S.127 (even for GS) are more complicated than those specified Pr SR 82 and it is very
unlikely that I.S. 127 would ever be used for grading battens.
BS 5534:2014 (Slating and tiling for pitched roofs and vertical cladding – Code of practice)
The proposed changes to ICP2 would address many of the technical requirements already contained in BS
5534. However, the visual grading rules would remain different and the method of design in Pr SR 82
would comply with the Eurocodes; those in BS 5534 are not considered to comply with the Eurocodes.
There needs to be a discussion on the mutual acceptance of battens graded to BS 5534 and ICP2 (or
S.R.82); the grading rules in BS 5534 and the Irish standard should be compared and assessed.
CE Marking – a possible way to underpin the batten market
As pointed out battens cannot be CE marked using the visual grading rules in ICP2/S.R. 82 or BS 5534.
To enable Irish timber to be CE marked using the visual grading rules in Pr SR 82 research to test a
representative sample of battens to determine their physical properties is needed. This could be
undertaken in Ireland over a relatively short period of several months. Results would then be presented to
the CEN Task Group (TC 124 TG1) dealing with this area. The batten grade could ultimately be referenced
in EN 1912 which allocates visual timber grades to the EN 338 strength class system (the main strength
class system used for structural timber). The new grade and rules could be included in I.S. 127. Once this
process has been completed successfully then battens could be able to be CE marked.
There are ongoing discussions across Europe on whether battens are structural or not. If battens are
considered structural and timber tolerances comply with EN 336 then EN 14081-1 applies and the timber
must be CE marked and must have a DoP.

There may be visual grading standards of member states that cover small section sizes and if the standard
is referenced in EN 1912 then battens graded to that standard could be CE marked.
Pr SR 82 Publication date
In regard to battens there are a number of difficult issues to deal with in the standard and publication is
unlikely to happen soon. In addition there is the issue of fixings which the committee has still to consider.
It is probable that another draft may be issued for further public comment.
While the original standard ICP2 is still valid, it should be used with care especially in regard to batten
fixings. All the technical points above were missing in ICP2 but needed to be addressed and Pr SR 82 does
this.
The issue
Ireland has a higher level of certification for buildings than many European member states. For an
assigned certifier battens with a CE mark (or as with the case with John Brash battens have an Agrément
certificate) would be an attractive proposition especially if there is doubt about batten grading and
marking. It may be only a matter of time before UK battens appear on the Irish market in meaningful
amounts.
The proposed changes to ICP2 outlined in Pr SR 82 especially batten grading and marking, will probably be
incorporated into S.R. 82 in some form or other. There is an opportunity for industry to engage with the
standards committee. There are issues around safety, certification and outside forces that mean that the
status quo is very unlikely to be maintained.
The threats to Irish timber being used for battens require the sawmill sector to take action as a matter of
urgency; WTI can help with the development of a batten grade. The issue of batten grading and marking
pose difficulties to the Irish sawmill industry especially as it seems that grading may result in a large
rejection rate. The development of a special batten grade might provide a solution or part of a solution.
EN 14081-1 allows a producer to produce their own timber grade and publish the resultant appropriate
design properties through the CE mark and DoP. Irish sawmills could produce a batten grade which could
be CE marked but this would require, as already mentioned, research into the properties of small section
sizes.
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